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2019 Member Honor Roll 
 

• PATRONS 

o Beth Altenkirch 

o April Harris 

o Emil Posey 

 

• SUSTAINING MEMBERS 
o Kevin Rodriguez 
o Carol Codori 

 
• SUPPORTING MEMBERS 

o Greg & Stephie Cousins 
o John Scales 

 

Special Notes: 
 

• Membership please; our goal is to grow our membership 
base and it is now April and just over 30% of our members 
are awol. Please see Kevin and pay your dues.   
 

• Check out www.tvcwrt.org and tell us what you think! 
 

In Memory of Dan Charles, Leader of the RT’s Very Own “Civil War 

Strings” 

By Carol Codori 

   At our meeting on March 14, 2019, I had the happy 

honor and sad duty to tell the audience that our friend, 
Dan Charles, had died on the prior Tuesday, March 12, 

of health issues. He was 68.  I said “happy” because I was 
honored to share his legacy with our members.  I said 
“sad” because we lost a kind and generous friend who 

humbly added so much to the quality of our RT’s 
programs. Many of you didn’t know Dan, who sat quietly 
in the back of the room on most months, until the very 

last few meetings, when he did not feel well.  
   We met here circa 2012, at one of my very first RT 

meetings. We became fast friends who both loved history 
and classic movies. We had a “telebook club” where on 

occasion, we’d chat on the phone or over lunch for a good hour, about who was 

reading what and how it related to the Civil War. He was an avid collector of 

Dan Charles 

http://www.tvcwrt.org/
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books, coins, stamps, and most of all, music. He was a citizen-historian in the 
truest sense of the term, with a deep knowledge of literature, antiques, and art 

as well. 
   Dan did not want any credit; he turned from the spotlight when I wanted to 

recognize him. He did want to share the music of the civil war period. He 
researched music of the era that soldiers and citizens grew up with and depended 
on—waltzes, hymns, marches, dirges. He created playlists, arranged many 

practices, invited other musicians to get involved and join the RT (especially 
Marcia Chesebro and Bill Cassells).  He even shopped with me for period garb—

including my green velvet hoop dress and his pin stripe cut-away jacket!  
   Dan was the not-so-secret weapon to add a creative touch to my 2013-2015 
term as RT president--and beyond. I would like to thank and recognize all the 

other players with the Huntsville Traditional Music Association who worked with 
Dan to enhance our Sesquicentennial events. They came in period dress to The 
Ledges, Cooper House, Weeden House, plus more recently to the RT’s 25th 

anniversary celebration and to the Athens Cemetery Stroll.   
   We knew many of the songs they played, but we may not have recognized 

others until we heard them: Oh Susanna, Home Sweet Home, Marching through 
Georgia, Battle Hymn of the Republic, Dixie, Camptown Races, Ashoken 
Farewell, Bonnie Blue Flag, Sewanne River, Banks of the Ohio, Battle Cry of 

Freedom, Girl I Left Behind, Kingdom Coming, Swing Low Sweet Chariot, 
Soldier’s Joy, Knot of Blue and Gray, Hard Times, When Johnny Comes 

Marching Home, St. Anne’s Reel, and Nelly Bly.  
   To quote another friend from his current local band Milltowne, “Dan was a 
fixture in the Huntsville traditional music community. One of the most generous 

and talented musicians I have known--always encouraging; always willing to 
play music, any song, anywhere, anytime, in any key, with anyone and everyone. 
Dan's musical vocabulary was far reaching, with an uncanny ability to listen to 

and to hear what other musicians were playing. Dan's ego-less playing lifted 
those around him to new levels as he was able to make everyone he played with 

sound better. Well-read on most subjects, Dan was an engaging 
conversationalist with a sharp sense of humor. I followed Dan down many 
wonderful rabbit holes and always walked away from the conversation learning 

something I did not know and seeing things from a new perspective. It has been 
an honor to count Dan as a friend and an honor to count Dan as a bandmate for 
the past 13 years. Dan brought a lot of joy to a lot of people and he will be dearly 

missed. I hope some of Dan has rubbed off on me and I can somehow share that 
with you.” 

   That says it better than I did.  Dan would love knowing that each of us in the 
RT heard his personal “music” and his unspoken message to “play it forward” in 
our own lives. To channel Dan, I invite all his civil war players and musician 

friends to keep practicing and playing that beautiful period music.  I’ll be calling 
upon you!  Hail and farewell. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS; Welcome back John Allen! 
 

   Thursday April 11, John Allen will speak on 
“The Turbulent marriage of Jefferson and 

Varina Davis”. Her marriage prospects 
limited, teenage Varina Howell agreed to wed 
the much-older widower Jefferson Davis, with 

whom she expected the secure life of a 
Mississippi landowner.  

   Davis instead pursued a career in politics 
and was eventually appointed president of the 
Confederacy, placing Varina at the white-hot 

center of one of the darkest moments in 
American history. 
  Jefferson Davis was NOT president of the 

Confederacy for 77 years.  Yet, most of what 
we know about him is from his time as head 

of the Confederate government--and much of 
that is negative.  
   "Duty, honor, country" always occupied 

Jefferson Davis's mind.  He was a strong, yet gentle man; a stern soldier who 
loved horses, guns, poetry, and children; a master of the English language; a 

man of powerful feelings who held them in such tight control that he was 
considered cold; and a home-loving Mississippian who was drawn into a perfect 
storm of national events and eventual catastrophe.  

   Varina Davis sacrificed much in her life for a husband who did not completely 
love her. She was ambivalent about the Confederate cause from the beginning, 
stating from the outset she believed the South would lose, and late in life she 

confessed the right side won. Whilst she was utterly loyal to her husband her 
devotion was not without struggle, and it cost her much to subordinate her own 

will and become the dutiful compliant wife Jefferson Davis expected.  
   In the autumn of their lives, they had worked out an accommodation with each 
other.  It was the companionship of long familiarity and common experiences 

that came to mean so much to them. 
   John H. Allen is a former President of the Tennessee Valley Civil War Round 

table, a position he held for 7 years. But there is more to this suave spokesman 
for the Alabama Bicentennial and America’s Civil War.  He is a 1975 University 
of Alabama, Birmingham graduate where he earned a B.A. in English and minor 

in history. He was introduced to the people of Alabama in the good old days 
through his award-winning radio/television news reporting in Huntsville, 
Birmingham, and Mobile. Then he progressed through the high-tech community 

of Huntsville as a program administer for Intergraph Corporation, where he 
focused on training management, writing, and community relations. He 

expanded his experience as a training manager with the Amana Factory in 
Fayetteville, TN and was involved with the Huntsville Art League where he 

John H. Allen at Shiloh 
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recruited art teachers for quarterly sessions and finally transitioned to teaching 
English and History in various schools in the area. He is an author that 

contributed to the first TVCWRT book, “North Alabama Civil War Generals: 13 
Wore Gray, the Rest Blue,” with a narrative on the life of CSA Major General 

Jones Mitchell Withers. 
  John was also the former President of the Huntsville-Madison County Historical 
Society and in his spare time he stays fit by swimming and hiking and he needs 

to stay fit because, even as he says he is retired, he is in constant demand to 
address audiences around the Tennessee Valley regarding Alabama history.   

 
LET’S VISIT NICK’s RISTORANTE 

 

   Nick’s Ristorante remains 
the #1 steakhouse in North  

East Alabama and now has 
the Best Chef in the Valley as 
voted in The Planet. 

We thank, Homewood Suites 
by Hilton, (714 Gallatin Street 
SW Huntsville) for their 

support for the Round Table.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

Peace makes plenty, plenty makes pride, 
Pride breeds quarrel, and quarrel brings warre; 
Warre brings spoile, and spoile poverertie, 
Povertie pacience, and pacience peace: 
So peace brings warre and warre brigns peace.  
(George Puttenham: The Art of English Poesie (1589) 

 
 

 
   It is always easy to begin a war, but very difficult to stop one, since 
its beginning and end are not under the control of the same man. 

Anyone, even a coward, can commence a war, but it can be brought 
to an end only with the consent of the victors. 
   (Sallust: Jugurtha LXXX-VIII) 

 
 

 
 

Say Hello to Nick of Nick's Resturante. It remains the 
#1 steakhouse in Northeast Alabama and now has the 

Best Chef in the Valley as voted in the Planet. 
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Louisville Round Table 2019 Spring Field Trip: 
Jackson’s Valley Campaign of 1862  

 
   This year’s field trip will be to the beautiful 

Shenandoah Valley of Virginia where we will study the 
famous 1862 Valley Campaign of Stonewall Jackson. 
The dates for the trip are April 24-28, 2019 and our 

guide will be Will Greene. Will is one of the best guides 
we have ever had, and we are looking forward to 
having him interpret Stonewall Jackson’s epic valley 

campaign of 1862. We will be headquartered in 
Harrisonburg from which we will traverse up and 

down the Valley visiting all the major sites of the 
campaign. It has been 25 years since the Round Table 
took a field trip to study this important operation. We 

have a few spots still open and we are now taking 
signups and collecting the $200 non-refundable 

deposits. The first 40 people to pay the $200 non-
refundable deposit will have guaranteed reservations. 

You can sign-up by emailing John Davis at johnd.davis@twc.com and mailing 

your $200 non-refundable deposit check made out to LCWRT directly to 
Louisville Civil War Round Table, 9462 Brownsboro Road - #142, Louisville, Ky., 
40241. You can also signup at the meetings.  
 

Jackson’s Valley Campaign of 1862 Suggested Reading 
 
   If you are planning on going on the Valley Campaign field trip, I strongly urge 

you to begin your reading now. There are several good books on the 1862 Valley 
Campaign. Here is a list of some of the best.  
   A good place to start is Robert Tanner’s “Stonewall in the Valley” (revised 

edition) which is a detailed study of the entire campaign. As the title implies, it 
is written from the Southern army’s point of view, but it is a very objective work. 

Thoroughly researched and well written, if you can read only one book on the 
Valley Campaign, you can’t go wrong with this one.  
    Gary Ecelbarger has written two books on the 1862 Shenandoah campaign. 

The first “We Are in For It! The First Battle of Kernstown” is a thorough 
analysis and study of Stonewall Jackson’s first independent battle and his only 

defeat. Exhaustively researched and accompanied by great maps this is the 
definitive study of this battle and we will visit it on our trip.  
    Ecelbarger’s second book on the Valley campaign is “Three Days in the 

Shenandoah: Stonewall Jackson at Front Royal and Winchester”. This study 
is an attempt to revise the traditional interpretations of this phase of the 
campaign. He offers a new view regarding Lincoln’s military meddling as 

commander in chief and gives Jeff Davis more credit than previous writers. This 
is a very engaging and thought-provoking book.  

Mr. David Malone, President of the 

Athens-Limestone Community 

Association addresses the 

membership after receiving the 

TVCWRT donation for the 

preservation of Fort Henderson in 

Athens, Alabama. 
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   Peter Cozzens’s “Shenandoah 1862” presents the campaign from both the 
Northern and Southern point of view and is also a comprehensive study of the 

entire valley campaign. Cozzens offers new interpretations of the campaign and 

the reasons for Stonewall Jackson’s success. 

The Louisville Civil War Round Table 
presents its 8th Annual Bourbon and 

BBQ: 22 June 2019 4:00 PM to 8:00 PM 
and includes a Historical Presentation on 
LT General Richard, CSA by Michael 

Parrish, PHD.  
   The festivities are located at 2200 1/2 

Utica Pike, Jeffersonville, IND 
    Price is $75 per Person thru 
5/11/2019 (non-refundable) and Non-

Members are charged $80.00 (non-refundable) Mail Check to   LCWRT, 9462 
Brownsboro Rd., #142, Louisville, KY. 40241. 

 
Was Confederate Gen. Braxton Bragg Autistic? 
Essay by Jack Trammell; America's Civil War Magazine - March 2019 

 
   On the occasion of Bragg's birthday, March 22, 1817. 

   Historians and medical researchers usually hesitate to diagnose historical 
figures with disabilities and disorders post hoc, but contemporary 
understanding of human behavior can actually inform our analysis of various 

Civil War successes and failures. Case in point: Braxton Bragg. By many 
accounts, Bragg has been recognized-by his contemporaries and ours-as 
possessing extraordinary intelligence, a superior memory, and a talent for 

drilling and organizing his men, yet almost all of the battles in which he engaged 
during the war ended in defeat, save for Chickamauga. Indeed, Bragg is often 

considered among the worst generals of the Civil War, even dubbed "the most 
hated man of the Confederacy" by his biographer Earl Hess. It is possible to 
reconcile Bragg's gifts with his failures, if we consider, as some have speculated, 

that Bragg may have been on what we know today as the autism spectrum. 
   The American Psychological Association definition of autism spectrum 

disorder, or ASD, in its simplest form describes it as a neuro-cognitive condition 
that "affects behavior, communication, and social functioning." In fact, a list of 
common behaviors associated with ASD almost reads like a short biography of 

Bragg: difficulty with peer relationships; difficulty expressing emotions 
appropriately; failure to read body language and understand others; obsessive 
habits; inflexible adherence to routines; being prone to unexpected aggression; 

and seeing everything in terms of black and white. 
   Some of the best-known anecdotes about Bragg seemingly illustrate these 

characteristics quite well. In his memoirs, Ulysses S. Grant recalls an episode 
from "the old army" in which Bragg, stationed at a post of several companies, 
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each commanded by a field officer, was himself commanding one of the 
companies while also acting as post quartermaster and commissary officer. 

   "He was first lieutenant at the time, but his captain was detached on other 
duty. As commander of the company he made a requisition upon the 

quartermaster-himself-for something he wanted. As quartermaster he declined 
to fill the requisition, and endorsed on the back of it his reasons for so doing. As 
company commander he responded to this, urging that his requisition called for 

nothing but what he was entitled to, and that it was the duty of the 
quartermaster to fill it. As quartermaster he still persisted that he was right. In 
this condition of affairs Bragg referred the whole matter to the commanding 

officer of the post. The latter, when he saw the nature of the matter referred, 
exclaimed: 'My God, Mr. Bragg, you have quarreled with every officer in the army, 

and now you are quarreling with yourself!'" 
   Many historians have questioned whether this incident actually occurred, yet 
even if it is apocryphal, Grant added that the anecdote was "very characteristic 

of [Bragg's] nature." He was "thoroughly upright," Grant wrote. "But he was 
possessed of an irascible temper, and he was naturally disputatious. A man of 

the highest moral character and the most correct habits, yet in the old army he 
was in frequent trouble. As a subordinate he was always on the lookout to catch 
his commanding officer infringing his prerogatives; as a post commander he was 

equally vigilant to detect the slightest neglect, even of the most trivial order." 
   Another widely told anecdote supports the portrait of Bragg as obsessively rigid 
with military rules, even to absurdity. In this instance, during the Mexican War, 

he and his men were enduring an artillery barrage at Monterrey when Bragg 
witnessed an American horse driver fall dead from his saddle. 

Bragg ordered his retreating men to halt, and ordered one of the other horsemen 
to dismount, turn around, and recover the dead man's sword because it was 
public property that had been issued by the government. The horseman also 

took from the corpse a pocket knife, fearing that if he did not, Bragg would send 
him back for it. 
   Nearly every biographer has deemed Bragg "his own worst enemy" because of 

his lack of interpersonal skills, or his unusual obsession with organization and 
discipline. One of Bragg's men, Samuel B. Church, admitted to placing a loaded 

and fused 12-pounder shell outside Bragg's tent on August 26, 1847, attempting 
to kill him because he was such a strict disciplinarian. The explosion 
miraculously didn't injure Bragg, which must have frustrated Church, because 

he tried again in October, only to fail once more. 
   In his 1991 biography Braxton Bragg and Confederate Defeat, Grady 

McWhiney noted that even at the United States Military Academy, Bragg "prided 
himself on being the ugliest man in the corps and expressed his opinions on all 
occasions and all subjects in a most tactless manner. This was his way; he would 

always be outspoken, never able to conceal or moderate his views. As a 
consequence, some cadets thought him uncouth, brusque, and rude." This sort 
of social crudeness is emblematic of ASD individuals, likewise the poor personal 

relationships it breeds with others. 
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   The inability to read or understand social cues, also a standard ASD attribute, 
is evident in Bragg's handling of criticism from his commanders after his retreat 

from the Battle of Stones River (Murfreesboro) in January 1863-a move that drew 
sharp criticism from his subordinates, the press, and even the public. "Goaded 

by such denunciation," McWhiney wrote, "Bragg decided to ask his subordinates 
what they really thought of his military ability." According to McWhiney, on 
January 10, 1863, Bragg read to his staff an article from the Chattanooga Rebel 

opining that Bragg had "lost the confidence of his Army-that a change was 
necessary & that the retrograde movement from Murfreesboro was against the 
advice of his general officers." 

   Bragg asked his staff to consider the charges and informed them that if he 
"had lost the confidence of his Army, he would retire." The staff met and did, in 

fact, conclude, to Bragg's surprise, that he should ask to be relieved, which he 
did not. 
   A host of circumstances influenced Bragg's campaign failures, and not least 

among them were his poor relationships with men at all levels of service in the 
Confederate Army. Indeed, uncooperative subordinates are often cited as 

contributing to Bragg's defeats. Doubtless some of his commanders, such as 
Leonidas Polk and William Hardee, shared in the blame, but it's possible to 
reexamine their response to Bragg in a new light if we consider him "on the 

spectrum" in current parlance. 
   Concluding that Bragg was on the spectrum does make sense. He was 
obviously quite intelligent; he was an effective administrator; he is even called a 

good soldier by many respectable contemporaries when you are able to dig into 
the less-biased records. There were no logical reasons for Bragg to fail in the 

ways he did given the advantages he should have had. Perhaps lack of charisma 
was actually impaired social functioning; his obsession with organization 
actually a desire to maintain comforting routines in response to disability; 

generals who criticized and quarreled with Bragg were perhaps responding to 
their own inability to understand him as much as to Bragg's inability to 
communicate effectively and understand them. In other words, he was very likely 

on the spectrum, and we should consider reinterpreting his critics now since 
they had little idea with what they were dealing. Perhaps we do. 

   Jack Trammell is professor of sociology, criminal justice, and human services 
at Mount St. Mary's University in Emmitsburg, Md. He specializes in disability 
and social history. 

   End notes:  In the thousands of letters that Bragg wrote during his lifetime, he 
spoke fondly of his father, but never mentioned his mother. 

   In 1876 Bragg was working as inspector of railroads in Texas.  While walking 
down the street in Galveston, he dropped dead from a stroke.  He was only 59.  
Bragg is buried in Mobile, Alabama's Magnolia Cemetery. 
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Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, (OLLI) University of Alabama Huntsville 
Spring Schedule 

 
    John Mason, former TVCWRT President, is conducting two classes beginning 

in April; On Monday, 15 April, Civil War Economics, 1300 to 1430 and 
Tuesday, 16 April, Military Blunders at 0845 to 1015. Sign UP Now! 

 
Board Reports 
 

The 2019 Schedule of Speakers 
 
     This year the speakers describe the activity and leadership in the Western 
Theater, action and the aftermath of war in both North and South Alabama. A 

special presentation is scheduled for Ed Semmes, Great, Great, Great Grandson 
of Admiral Raphael Semmes, captain of the CSS Alabama, describing the exploits 
of the Confederate Raider, CSS Alabama.  Details TBD. 

 
9-May, Curt Fields, Grant's Relief of Chattanooga 

14-Jun, John Carter, 9th Alabama Infantry   
11-Jul, Matt Spruill, Decisions at Stone's River,  
8-Aug, Paul Brueske, Battle of Mobile 

12-Sep, Rebecca Davis/Dakota Cotton, Civil War Athens,  
10-Oct, John Scales Annual Tour location Chattanooga  
14-Nov, Peggy Towns, United States Colored Troops (USCT)   

 
The Membership; submitted by Membership Chair, Kevin Rodriguez; our 

membership stands at a total of 151. Just over 67% of our 2018 enrollment. 

Surly we can do better.   

 
TVCWRT Features 
Book Reviews 
 

Chris Mackowsi. The Great Battle Never Fought: The Mine 

Run Campaign, November 26-December 2, 1863. Savas 

Beatie. 2018. Reviewed by John Scales. 

   Part of the “Emerging Civil War Series” published by Savas 
Beatie, this book covers events in northern Virginia during 

the late fall of 1863. After Gettysburg, both armies had 
returned to their accustomed places and conducted several 
maneuvers in an attempt to catch the other at a 

disadvantage. These efforts continued in spite of the fact that 
both armies had sent significant portions of their strength to 
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the Western Theater. Meade still outnumbered Lee to a great extent, about 
seven to four, so he took the offensive and drove Lee across the Rappahannock 

River. The book starts with that initial thrust as Lee fell back across the 
Rapidan. Rather than try to breach Lee’s defenses, Meade chose to attempt a 

turning movement against Lee’s right, which if successful would cut Lee off 
from Richmond. Lee detected the movement, and a series of smaller 
engagements took place as both armies grappled for position. Lee entrenched 

along Mine Run, a tributary of the Rapidan, and dared Meade to attack. After 
several small attempts and a thorough reconnaissance, Meade abandoned any 
hope of fighting a major battle as he and his corps commanders believed it 

would be another Fredericksburg. Fully expecting to be relieved from command 
by Lincoln for failing to attack, Meade had the courage to return to Culpepper 

Court House and set up winter quarters. 
   Like all of the “Emerging Civil War” series, this excellent paperback contains 
several very helpful maps by Hal Jesperson, numerous photographs of 

participants and the ground, an order of battle listing, and a very thorough set 
of driving directions for those wishing to visit all of the key sights. Also detailed 

is the discovery and layout of one of the engagements that had been obscured 
and lost by the passage of years. The book is highly recommended for students 
of the war, particularly those who wish to see the ground for themselves. 

 

 
Nooks and Crannies; Opening Moves - Part 3, Sorting Out Kentucky and 

Missouri 

 

   “I think to lose Kentucky is nearly the same as to lose the whole 

game. Kentucky gone, we cannot hold Missouri,  

nor as I think, Maryland. These all against us, and the job on our 

hands is too large for us.” 

 

   President Abraham Lincoln, in a letter to the US Senator Orville Hickman 

Browning (R-KY), September 22, 186.  The border states were too centrally located 

to stay apart from the conflict.  Both the 

Union and the Confederacy recognized 

their strategic value.  Last month I 

discussed Maryland and the breakaway 

portion of western Virginia.  This month 

we will focus on Kentucky and Missouri.  

(Delaware was considered a border state, 

too, but its remaining in the Union was 

never an issue.  Western Virginia was not 

Border States – slave states that did 

not secede; strong cultural ties to the 

South and strong economic ties to the 

North 
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a border state per se, but rather a border region that remained with the Union 

and in 1863 was given US statehood.) 

   Opening moves in the Western and Trans-Mississippi theaters were driven by 

the political, economic, and military importance of Kentucky and Missouri as 

both the North and South sought to bring them to their side.  Union and 

Southern strategies, while developing, were strongly in play.   

• There was the battle to keep Kentucky and Missouri from seceding, the 

implications of which, had they seceded, would have been enormous. 

• There was the struggle to control the critical middle part of the Mississippi 

River, which would be the base for further southward operations to 

interdict the whole of the Mississippi River and divide the Confederacy.   

• And the beginnings of the great campaigns to be conducted through 

Tennessee, down into northern Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia — 

campaigns that would play such a vital role in the eventual defeat of the 

Confederacy. 

 

The Playing Fields 

 

   It is too often a popular belief that the border states comprised a region of 

moderation lying between the warring sides.  Kentucky, for example, was the 

home of great compromisers such as Senator Henry Clay, who crafted important 

measures that prevented civil war in the antebellum period.  Neither Kentucky 

nor Missouri supported Abraham Lincoln in the 1860 presidential election, but 

neither seceded in response either.  In reality, it was a region in which many 

sought a unique middle position in wartime, yet any hope that this would bring 

peace to their residents was quickly dashed.  Sympathies split families and 

communities.  In Missouri, angry confrontations, including some of the most 

violent guerrilla warfare in American history, became an everyday fact of life as 

the two sides lived side-by-side and confronted one another daily.  Each state 

encompassed deep and enduring internal divisions, and each state would 

become a battleground for the warring armies.1  

   The border region in whole comprised the crossroads of American travel as 

Northerners moved south to obtain land or to vacation, Southerners went north 

for education or employment, and Easterners moved west to seek new land.  The 

different cultures, economies, and politics of the nation coexisted in this region, 

making it difficult as sectional conflict threatened the nation.  Kentucky 

residents, for example, felt the nation's struggle over the future of slavery deeply 

although it held proportionally fewer slaves – only 11 percent of the nation's total 

slave population in 1860 – than states farther south.  The number of slaveholders 
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was not insignificant as Kentucky had more slave owners than Mississippi (and 

ranked third behind Virginia and Georgia by this measure).  Missouri, 

particularly its southern counties, was wracked by partisan strife.  Politicians 

saw among their constituents nothing less than the divided nation on a smaller 

scale.2  

   Holding this divided population together was a problem that intensified with 

the secession crisis and pushed Kentucky leaders towards neutrality.  Residents 

in both states found it hard to be neutral in their daily lives, especially men of 

military age who began leaving the states as war loomed in order to enlist 

elsewhere.3  Kentucky lay on the Ohio River, a well-traveled route, and contained 

railways into the South, while St. Louis, the Gateway to the West (having 

assumed this mantle from the Ohio River), was home to one of the nation's 

largest arsenals.  Both states possessed human and material resources that 

could help either side.4 

   Ranked ninth in population in 1860, Kentucky was bound to the South by the 

Mississippi River, the main commercial outlet for its exportable produce.  Rail 

connections to the north were beginning to diminish this, but in 1860 “Ol’ Man 

River” was still a major factor for the state.  Geographically, Kentucky was 

important to the South because the Ohio River provided a defensible boundary 

along the entire length of the state; moreover, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois would 

be directly threatened if Kentucky were a Confederate state. 

   Kentucky’s strongest proponents of slavery came from its southern and 

western sections where the lifestyle most resembled that of the Deep South.  

There, tobacco was the cash crop, rather than cotton, rice and sugar, accounting 

for one quarter of the nation’s tobacco output and requiring nearly year-round 

labor to produce.  Another prominent crop was hemp, the growing of which 

involved the hardest, dirtiest and most laborious agricultural work in the state, 

making it desirable for slave labor.  Together, tobacco and hemp, along with their 

links to Southern heritage, firmly bound southern and western Kentuckians to 

the preservation of slavery.  Northern and eastern Kentucky were diversifying.  

More and more of these Kentuckians broadened their traditional tobacco and 

hemp livelihoods by cultivating grains and cereals, breeding horses and other 

livestock, and manufactures.  By 1850, they had given Kentucky the South’s 

second broadest economic base.5 Ironically, Kentucky was the birthplace of both 

US President Abraham Lincoln and CS President Jefferson Davis.   

   Divisions were even sharper in Missouri.  So many settlers from the South 

migrated to the Missouri River area that signs on I-70 today still label it as “Little 

Dixie”.  The most populous and wealthy state west of the Mississippi River, it 

ranked third nationally in corn and pork production, and ranked high as a 

producer of grain and livestock.  Missouri’s horses and mules were known 
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throughout the country.  Mineral districts in the southern part of the state 

contained rich deposits of copper, iron, and lead, and its manufacturing 

establishments produced a wide variety of products useful to a war effort.  Long 

a center of western steam-boating, St. Louis had machine shops, foundries and 

other facilities of military advantage to campaigning by the railroad-poor South.  

They included James B. Eads’s boatyard at Carondelet, south of St. Louis, where 

ironclad gunboats used by US generals John Pope and Ulysses S. Grant to open 

the Mississippi and Tennessee rivers would be built.  Several railroads radiating 

from St. Louis penetrated the state’s interior in every direction (of particular 

importance was the Hannibal & St. Joseph, which transversed the northern part 

of the state, connecting with St. Louis via the Northern Missouri RR at Hudson).  

St. Louis housed a federal arsenal containing some 30,000 muskets, 90,000 

pounds of powder, and 40 field pieces.  Jefferson Barracks near St. Louis, a 

longtime Regular Army recruit training and transfer depot, would be an ideal 

staging area.6   Fort Leavenworth, Kansas borders directly on Missouri where the 

Mississippi River bends north.  Its arsenal impacted on operations in western 

Missouri. 

   Key to understanding these opening (and subsequent) moves is the region’s 

river systems.  The Missouri River, the northern reaches of the Mississippi River, 

and the Ohio River, fed by the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers, drain vast 

reaches of the Union and Confederacy.  They tie the 

regions together economically, carrying most of the 

produce, livestock, mining and timber, and 

manufactures to markets.  All flow into the Mississippi 

River from St. Louis to Cairo (pronounced “Care-O”), 

Illinois, making this stretch of the Mississippi River of 

vital strategic importance — for the North, to maintain 

the integrity of its principal  lines of commerce (and in 

the process deter the possibility that affected states 

would come to separate deals with the Confederacy to 

move their goods) and to provide a base for military 

operations to secure the full length of the Mississippi 

River, thus reestablishing the vital corridor for 

seagoing US and international trade, and to divide the 

Confederacy; for the South, to defend against that.  

(Note that St. Louis to Cairo is about 150 miles straight-line distance, or about 

40 miles more than Washington, D.C. to Richmond.) 

   By contrast, while the rivers in the East were lines of long-distance commerce 

as well, supplemented by canals (such as the Albany-to-Buffalo Erie Canal and 

the Cumberland, MD-to-Washington D.C. Chesapeake & Ohio Canal), they were 
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not nearly as vital as those in the West, and somewhat less so in the North versus 

the South.  Northern river commerce movement was more heavily supplemented 

by railroads than in the South.  Militarily, the rivers east of the Appalachians 

tended to be barriers that blocked, obstructed, and canalized military operations 

more so than their western counterparts, which themselves often constituted the 

primary axis (or corridor) of advance of Union campaigns. 

 

The Moves 

 

   Following First Manassas, Lincoln summoned Maj. General George B. 

McClellan from Ohio to Washington, D.C. to lead in the Eastern Theater.  In the 

meantime, Lincoln was 

dealing with two other 

central characters out 

west:  Brig. General 

Robert Anderson, hero 

of Ft. Sumter, and Maj. 

General John Charles 

Frémont, the great 

Western explorer.  

Anderson was a 

Kentucky native; 

Frémont had ties via 

marriage with 

Missouri.  We will deal 

with Anderson and 

Kentucky first.  On 

April 15, 1861, Lincoln 

sent a telegram to 

Governor Beriah 

Magoffin requesting Kentucky supply part of the initial 75,000 troops to put 

down the rebellion.  Magoffin, a Southern sympathizer, replied "I will send not a 

man nor a dollar for the wicked purpose of subduing my sister Southern states."  

Most Kentuckians, however, favored John J. Crittenden's position that Kentucky 

should act as a mediator between the two sides.  To that end, both houses of the 

General Assembly passed a declaration of neutrality, a position officially, albeit 

reluctantly, declared by Governor Magoffin on May 20.7   He sent letters to both 

Lincoln and Davis asking that each recognize and honor Kentucky’s neutrality. 

  Both sides respected the neutrality but positioned themselves strategically to 

take advantage of any changes in the situation.  Union forces, for example, 

Cumberland Gap 

Camp Clay 
Camp Holt 

Fort Henry 

Fort Donelson 

Civil War Battle Map of Kentucky 

Harper’s Weekly, October 19, 1861 
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established Camp Clay in Pendleton, Ohio just north of Newport, Kentucky 

(named after Kentuckian Henry Clay, a former Speaker of the United States 

House of Representatives) and Camp Joe Holt in Indiana opposite Louisville (in 

honor of Joseph Holt, an ardent Unionist, who became President Buchanan's 

Secretary of War for about 60 days after John B. Floyd resigned).  Meanwhile, 

Confederate troops in the summer of 1861 constructed Forts Donelson and 

Henry on the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers, respectively, in Tennessee just 

across Kentucky's southern border, and stationed troops fewer than 50 yards 

from Cumberland Gap.8 

   Then there was the pro-Confederate State Militia under Kentucky State 

Adjutant General Simon Buckner Bolivar, a West Point grad with wealthy 

economic interests.9   The State Militia was arguably the best trained and drilled 

para-military group in the country due to Buckner’s efforts.  But there was also 

the pro-Union Home Guard, under William “Bull” Nelson, who sympathized with 

the Confederates but threw in his lot with the North.10 In mid-July 1861 Buckner 

resigned as the head of the State Militia, and it was disbanded.  The weapons 

and other equipment passed to the Home Guard.  Two sides – a true war of 

brothers, as was the case with most border states. 

   In a special congressional election held June 20, 1861 Unionist candidates 

won nine of Kentucky's ten seats in the US Congress.  Governor McGuffin was 

dealt a further blow in the August 5 election for state legislators that resulted in 

veto-proof Unionist majorities in both the Kentucky House and Senate. Magoffin 

struggled with this for the remainder of the year, finally resigning on August 18, 

1862. 

   Commissioned a Brigadier General after he came home 

from Fort Sumter, Anderson was sent West in late August 

to command the Department of the Cumberland.11 He said 

his heart wasn’t in the struggle, and if Kentucky seceded 

he would go to Europe and wait the conflict out.  Kentucky 

did not secede, so he stayed home and in service.  Despite 

Anderson being frail and aged, and physicians warning he 

might break under the strain of command, he kept on, 

setting up headquarters in Cincinnati.   

  His opposite in the Confederacy was CSA General 

Leonidas Polk.12 When Polk arrived at his headquarters in 

Memphis, he ordered Brig. General Gideon Johnson Pillow 

to concentrate Confederate troops at Union City in 

northwest Tennessee and be ready to cross the border and 

occupy Columbus, Kentucky.   

Major Robert 

Anderson 

Photo by Matthew 

Brady 
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   Columbus was important because of its position on the Mississippi River 

between Cairo, Illinois and New Madrid, Missouri and it being the terminus of 

the Mobile & Ohio Railroad.  Polk constructed Fort DuRussey on the city’s high 

bluffs, later referring to it as “The 

Gibraltar of the West”. 

   Coincidentally, on August 28 Frémont 

in Missouri had ordered Brig. General 

Ulysses S. Grant to occupy Columbus as 

soon as possible.  Polk had moved to 

preempt such movement, occupying 

Columbus on September 4, the day 

before the Federals were scheduled to 

arrive.  At this point Grant crossed the 

river and occupied Paducah.   

   Both sides had now violated Kentucky 

neutrality, but Kentucky’s ire focused on 

the Confederacy since they drew “first 

blood”.  Magoffin denounced both sides 

for violating the state’s neutrality and 

called for both to withdraw.  However, on 

September 7, 1861, the General 

Assembly passed a resolution ordering the withdrawal of only Confederate forces.  

Magoffin vetoed the resolution, but both houses overrode the veto, and Magoffin 

issued the proclamation.  The General Assembly ordered the flag of the United 

States to be raised over the state capitol in Frankfort, declaring its allegiance 

with the Union. 

   Anderson left Cincinnati, transferring his headquarters to Frankfort, Kentucky 

(the state capital).  He appeared before the Kentucky state legislature on 

September 7 and was given a standing ovation.  Meanwhile, a Kentucky 

secessionist legislature-in-exile formed in Russellville (Logan County), Kentucky.  

Though it never replaced the elected government in Frankfort, it was formally 

established by convention on November 20.  Kentucky was admitted to the 

Confederacy on December 10.  There was a star representing Kentucky on the 

Confederate flag. 

   Thus, the shadow government notwithstanding, Kentucky remained in the 

Union.  Much of the credit was due to Anderson, but his health broke, and he 

went on indefinite sick leave.  He eventually was promoted to Major General and 

retired to New York City.13   Brig. General William Tecumseh Sherman took over 

behind Anderson.14  

Ft. DeRussy, Columbus, Kentucky 

(Note in the foreground the chain 

stretching down the bluff and across 

the river to Belmont, Missouri.  It was 

so heavy, it broke of its own weight, 

although the Union did not learn of 

this until early 1862.) 
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   Meanwhile, Frémont (the Pathfinder) had gone into 

Missouri at the end of July to command the Western 

Department, headquartered in St. Louis.15 He was a man 

of action with a great history.16 

   Missouri had been admitted as a slave state on August 

10, 1821 following the Missouri Compromise of 1820, a 

federal legislative effort to balance incoming slave and free 

states.  Maine (free) and Missouri (slave) would be granted 

statehood; slavery would be prohibited in the unorganized 

territory of the Great Plains and permitted in the 

Arkansas Territory (and Missouri itself), in each case the 

status extending to states admitted from these territories. 

   Identity with the South was powerful and pervasive in 

Missouri society and politics.  Much of the state was well-watered, forested 

country ideally sited for the establishment of Southern agriculture and customs.  

Despite its initially southern nature, Missouri changed rapidly in the decade 

before the war, largely the result of immigration from the northern and eastern 

states and from abroad (principally Germany and Ireland).  By 1860, 30% of 

Missourians hailed from the northeastern states or foreign countries.  Economic 

forces also linked Missouri to northern industrial centers, none more important 

than railroads.  By 1860, Missouri boasted eight hundred miles of railroad.  St. 

Louis, the state’s largest city, a river transportation hub, and industrial center, 

had a nascent network of railroads radiating into Missouri’s rich agricultural 

and mineral hinterlands.17 

   Events in Missouri prior to 1861 had triggered the national debate over the 

westward expansion of slavery and heralded the larger conflict.  In 1854, the 

Kansas-Nebraska Act nullified the Missouri Compromise by permitting the 

Kansas and Nebraska Territories to vote on whether they would join the Union 

as free or slave states.  This triggered a mass migration of both proslavery and 

antislavery settlers into the territory, which, in turn, led to the so-called Kansas-

Missouri Border War of the 1850s between pro-slavery residents of Missouri, 

called “Border Ruffians”, and anti-slavery “Free-Staters" of Kansas.  Each sought 

to influence how Kansas entered the Union.  (It was admitted as a free state on 

January 29, 1861.)   The conflict involved attacks on and murders of civilian 

supporters on both sides.  The violence along the Kansas–Missouri border (where 

John Brown got his start, by the way) and within each state was intense, “shifting 

the struggle from the battlefield to the home front, blurring the line between 

combatant and noncombatant, drawing civilians into the conflict.”18     Warfare in 

Missouri would be continuous between 1861 and 1865, with battles and 

skirmishes in all areas of the state.  Counting minor actions and skirmishes, 

Maj. Gen. John C. 

Fremont 
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Missouri saw more than 1,200 distinct engagements within its boundaries; only 

Virginia and Tennessee exceeded this total.19  

   Lincoln had given Frémont carte blanche.  After Manassas, he kept troop 

morale high in the state.  He ordered entrenchments around St. Louis and 

occupied Cape Girardeau on the Mississippi River.  

   Missouri was only the starting point.  Defensive moves thus far, Frémont had 

offensive moves in mind, too.  He developed a master plan for the West.  He knew 

that whichever side held the Mississippi Valley would hold the country by the 

heart – control the trunk, control the tree.  The long-term plan was the descent 

of the Mississippi – control Memphis, Vicksburg, and New Orleans, you would 

control the Mississippi River; control the Mississippi, and the South would wither 

and die (or so his thinking went).  Cairo was the key.  With that in mind, he 

ordered Grant to seize Columbus, or as it turned out, Paducah.   

   Grant, headquartered at Cairo, Illinois, on the extreme southern tip of that 

state where the Ohio River enters the Mississippi, put his troops on transports 

and steamed up the Ohio about 45 miles to Paducah, Kentucky.  Paducah is 

located on the Ohio River at the mouth of the Tennessee River, a waterway that 

would be an important transportation route into Tennessee during future 

campaigns.  Grant put his troops ashore and occupied Paducah without firing a 

shot.  Paducah remained a Union supply base for the rest of the war.20 

   Meanwhile, much was happening across the Mississippi 

River in Missouri.  Lincoln’s Inauguration in March 1861 

had prompted northern and southern sympathizers in 

Missouri to increase their struggle for political control of the 

state.  Already anticipating trouble, the US government had 

transferred Captain Nathaniel Lyon and a company from 

the 2nd US Infantry from Ft. Riley, Kansas, to St. Louis to 

protect the arsenal.21 Lyon arrived in February just as the 

state convention voted 89 to 1 to keep Missouri in the 

Union.  The issue seemed settled until Fort Sumter was 

attacked and surrendered in mid-April.  Governor Claiborne 

F. Jackson considered Lincoln’s subsequent call for volunteers (which had 

included Missouri just as it had Kentucky) an act of despotism and declared 

Missouri’s sympathies with the South.  Within a week the Federals disbanded 

the Missouri State militia and arrested secessionist leaders in St. Louis.  These 

actions provoked local rioting by Southern sympathizers.22  

   Meeting in Neosho, Jackson and other leading Missouri secessionists, acting 

as the Missouri General Assembly, enacted an Ordinance of Secession on 

October 28, 1861; however, the legal status of this ordinance was not accepted 

by Missouri's Union supporters, then or later.  The secession government applied 
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for and, on November 28, was granted admission to the Confederacy.  Jackson 

and his government were forced into exile and established themselves in 

Marshall, Texas.  Although Confederate supporters in Missouri were unable to 

make their secession good, the Southern government-in-exile sent legislators to 

the Confederate Congress.  Missouri was represented by the twelfth star on the 

Confederate flag. 

   Looping back in time: Jackson and the secessionists early on had sought the 

arms in the St. Louis arsenal.  On the night of April 25, while his superior, Brig. 

General William. S. Harney, was absent, Lyon, recognizing the threat to the 

arsenal, removed the weapons to Alton, Illinois (north of St. Louis some 20 river 

miles).  He then fortified the arsenal and prepared to fight. 23   Newly promoted 

to brigadier general and having replaced Harney, Lyon held St. Louis, including 

its armory and arms, with some 6,000 well drilled men, including 1,200 regulars. 

   The total pro-South forces in Missouri were some 12,000 strong, but ill-

equipped, trained, and led.  Moreover, they were split between two independent 

commands under General 

Sterling “Old Pap” Price, 

commander of the Missouri 

State Guard, and, later, 

Brig. General Benjamin 

McCullough from Texas.24 

There was friction between 

the two from the beginning.  

Price, agreeing with 

Jackson, wanted to actively 

contest virtually the whole 

of Missouri.  Polk, overall 

Confederate commander in 

the region and 

McCullough’s boss, 

adopted a more defensive 

approach since President 

Jefferson Davis was more focused on organizing in the East. 

   Various movements and skirmishes occurred across the southern half of 

Missouri over the ensuing weeks without decisive effect, but battle was looming.  

Lyon had arrived in Springfield on July 13 whereupon he assumed command of 

all Federal troops in southwest Missouri.  Polk made plans to attack Lyon in 

Springfield.  McCullough’s Texas brigade, reinforced by a brigade of Arkansas 

state troops, was ordered into Missouri to assist.25 The forces concentrated at 
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Cassville.  Price wouldn’t at first agree to consolidate their forces, but eventually 

relented.26  

   Lyon learned of the Confederate intentions and decided to march south to 

engage them before they could combine.  The interception failed, and he returned 

to Springfield.  In turn, the Confederate force, now reluctantly under the 

command of McCullough, tried to catch up to Lyon’s force.  Just missing several 

times, they finally came within striking distance of Springfield on August 8.  He 

planned an attack at daylight with two converging columns on August 9.  Light 

rain that night delayed the movement, and the attack was postponed to the next 

day.  In the meantime, Lyon, who had contemplated withdrawing from 

Springfield back towards St. Louis, was talked into attacking the Confederates 

by eager subordinate commanders.  He, too, decided to attack on the morning of 

August 10. 

   The Union forces began the attack at 5:00 AM at Wilson’s Creek, about 10 

miles southwest of Springfield.  He was outnumbered but decided it was better 

to attack a larger force than stand and await an attack.  Lyon had boldly split 

his force in two, but it was not enough for victory.  The battle ended in Union 

defeat at 11:30 AM when the Federals began a slow retreat to Springfield.  In the 

process, Lyon was wounded twice and then killed by a bullet to his heart around 

9:30 AM.  The Confederates did not pursue. 

   While a small battle relative to those to come, Wilson’s Creek was important 

regionally in that, while it gave the Confederacy control of southwestern 

Missouri, it secured the state for the Union despite it being a Union defeat.  Like 

First Bull Run, the defeat caused the Union to adopt a more serious attitude 

about the war – i.e., that it would be a true test of arms – and to realize that 

victory would come only with detailed planning and proper resourcing.27  

Casualty percentages in the fighting were among the highest recorded for any 

battle of the Civil War.  Although casualties on both sides were almost equal in 

number (US 1,235 versus CS 1,095), they were not proportional: nearly one or 

every four Federals was either killed, wounded, captured, or missing in the 

battle, but only one of every eight Confederates.  These figures exceeded those of 

the Mexican-American War and foreshadowed the stupendous totals that 

emerged as the Civil War evolved.  Many of the participants went on to become 

important leaders and generals in the Civil War and afterwards.28 

   Back on July 4, 1861, McClellan, commander of the Department of Ohio, 

which included Illinois, had ordered Brig. General John Pope to Alton, Illinois, 

just a few miles upriver from St. Louis.29 He was to take command of six Illinois 

volunteer infantry regiments gathered there.  He arrived in Alton on July 17.  

Lyon had already marched for Springfield, leaving St. Louis vulnerable to pro-

slavery ruffians and rabble-rousers.  In response to a request from the Missouri 
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Adjutant General, Chester Harding, for assistance, Frémont agreed to allow Pope 

to move into St. Louis to restore order.  On July 29, Frémont extended to Pope 

command of all Union forces north of the Missouri River.  Using creative control 

measures, Pope brought a notable measure of order and reduced violence in that 

part of the state.30 

 

Assessment 

 

   In 1862 Kentucky would endure Confederate cavalry raids and the fierce 

battles of Mills Springs and Perryville in connection with the “Confederate 

Heartland Offensive” (August 14 – October 10, 1862).  It would also see 

continuing social divisions, internal violence, and sporadic guerrilla warfare. 

   In Missouri, Fremont’s and Pope’s efforts to subdue resistance in Missouri 

continued with checkered success.  Guerrilla warfare, characterized by 

retaliation and revenge often bordering on brigandage, would continue through 

the war.  Confederate forces operating out of Arkansas would continue to 

threaten (e.g. raids by partisan forces emanating from and then returning to 

Arkansas and Price’s campaign in the fall of 1864 to wrest control of Missouri 

from the Union), but the Union maintained control. 

   The conflict in 1861 was dominated by Jominian thinking — taking positions, 

blocking movements, seeking to break the other side’s will with a quick defeat in 

the field, and capture of the enemy capital.  This is not surprising giving that 

early on both sides were testing the other, thinking they were not serious in 

terms of a sharp conflict, and that the other’s will could be broken and 

compromise struck by quick determined action in the field.  It was well into 

summer, after Manassas and Wilson’s Creek, that each side started to realize 

the true nature of the conflict.  And we see field military leaders on each side 

that would shape the war, Grant and Sherman and Lee and Jackson, for 

example, starting to build their reputations.  They understood in Clausewitzian 

terms, even if they were not familiar with the man and his thinking, that this 

was going to be a long and difficult war, and that to achieve victory the enemy’s 

army must be defeated decisively in the field. 

   Operationally, both sides had been driven by Jominian precepts.  In Missouri 

there was friction between Price and Polk from the beginning as to how best to 

operate in Missouri – Price favored an offensive approach; Polk a defensive one.  

Polk’s Jominian approach prevailed.  On the Union side, Lyon certainly had been 

aggressive, bold, and proactive in St. Louis, but when it came to engaging 

Confederate forces in the field, he seemed somewhat hesitant.  He went for the 

kill at Wilson’s Creek, but only after being prodded to action by his subordinates.  

Other than that, it was all about geographic and political points on the map.  On 
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balance, he, too, was Jominian.  Had he been victorious at Wilson’s Creek and 

destroyed the Confederate force in Missouri, the victory would have been local, 

not national.   

   In Kentucky, Polk, again, had not sought a decisive engagement, but rather to 

take and hold key strategic terrain as a bulwark against Union incursion.  Grant, 

on the other hand, showed his Clausewitzian inclinations to engage and defeat 

enemy forces in the field.  He was not oblivious to the strategic benefits of the 

terrain he sought to occupy, but his focus already seemed to be on destroying 

Confederate forces.  Frémont, too, had been thinking on a strategic level, but 

was not equipped professionally to make it happen.  On balance, the war in 

western Kentucky and in Missouri in 1861 was positional – Jominian. 

   This brings “Opening Moves” to a close.  As 1861 wound down, antagonisms 

hardened; the South had made their intentions clear; the status of the border 

states had been settled; the Union had secured the Ohio River, the Mississippi 

River as far south as Cairo, and the Missouri River; both sides had had their 

baptisms of fire; military leaders on both sides that would ultimately decide the 

war had made their first appearances; and Union campaign plans for Virginia, 

Tennessee, and the southern Mississippi River were coalescing.  Battle lines 

drawn, the game continued — in earnest.  See you next month, when we turn 

our eyes eastward again! 

 

 
 

   Many thanks to Ed Kennedy, John Mason, and Arley McCormick for their 
valuable guidance and editorial support.  --Emil 
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Kentucky on September 7.  September 19, that part of Kentucky line within 15 

miles of Cincinnati was transferred to the department of the Ohio.  In a further 

change, the federal forces operating near the junction of the Ohio, Cumberland, 

and Tennessee rivers and near the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers were 

announced as belonging to the Western Department.   The Department was 

discontinued November 9, 1861.  The commanders of the Department of the 

Cumberland during this period were Anderson from September 24 - October 8, 

1861, and Brig. General William T. Sherman from October 8 to November 15, 1861.  

Anderson officially assumed command of the department September 24, 1861, but 

the record shows that he was exercising command as early as September 4. The 

Union Army 1861-1865, Organization and Operations: Volume II, The Western 

Theater, Frank J. Welcher; Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993; 18-19. 

 

https://www.battlefields.org/learn/biographies/simon-b-buckner
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12 Polk , the “Bishop-Militant” graduated West Point in 1827, the year before 

Jefferson Davis, with whom Polk maintained close relations.  He resigned soon 

thereafter and entered the Episcopal ministry and later became Missionary Bishop 

of the Southwest.  He exchanged his vestments for a military uniform when the 

Civil War started, being commissioned major general in the Provisional Army of 

the Confederacy by Jefferson Davis on June 25, 1861, and to lieutenant general 

to rank from October 10, 1862.  In the early months of the war, he W the 

Confederacy’s Department No. 2, which included the Mississippi River defenses 

from the Red River, Arkansas, to Paducah, Kentucky.  Generals in Grey: Lives of 

the Confederate Commanders, Ezra J. Warner; Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 

University Press, 1959; 242-243.  (There are several versions of pronunciation of 

Polk’s first name.  The most prevalent today is LEE’-oh-knee”-das.) 

 
13 A letter from Joshua Fry Speed, a close friend of Lincoln's, suggests Lincoln's 

preference for Anderson's removal.  Speed met with Anderson and found him 

reluctant to implement Lincoln's wishes to distribute rifles to Unionists in 

Kentucky.  Anderson, Speed wrote to Lincoln on October 8, "seemed grieved that 

[he] had to surrender his command ... [but] agreed that it was necessary and 

gracefully yielded." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Anderson_(Civil_War). 

This had involved a plan developed by Lincoln and “Bull” Nelson to distribute some 

5,000 “ancient Prussian flintlocks” that had been converted into percussion cap 

rifles in order to “shift the balance of power to the Union Home Guard”.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_%22Bull%22_Nelson   

 
14The Department of Kentucky had been constituted May 28, 1861 to include all 

of the state of Kentucky lying within 100 miles of the Ohio River.  Anderson was 

assigned command, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.  The principle activities 

in the Department were generally related to receiving volunteer regiments that 

reported in the state and then organizing and training the troops for field service.  

As a part of this effort, naval lieutenant William “Bull” Nelson established Camp 

Robinson near Danville for the assembly of union volunteers and Lovell H. 

Rousseau established Camp Joe Holt between New Albany and Jeffersonville, 

Indiana, for the same purpose.  August 15, the Department of Kentucky was 

merged into the newly created Department of the Cumberland.  Welch, 76.  

 
15 The Western Department was constituted July 3, 1861, to consist of the state of 

Illinois and the states and territories west of the Mississippi River and east of the 

Rocky Mountains, including New Mexico. Frémont assumed command July 25 

(assigned July 3).  David Hunter succeeded Frémont in command November 2, 

1861 and remained in command until that apartment was discontinued on 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Anderson_(Civil_War)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_%22Bull%22_Nelson
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November 9.  Welcher, 154.  For information of its predecessor organization, the 

Department of the West, see Welcher, 153-154.  

 
16 Frémont was “…’precocious, handsome, and daring; he was also mercurial, 

headstrong, and unstable.’  All of these traits contributed to a career which soared 

in early life, stalled during the Civil War, and ended in utter frustration during the 

post-bellum years.”  Prior to the Mexican-American War he led several expeditions 

through the American West and played a leading part in the conquest of California.  

He was found guilty on charges of mutiny and insubordination; he was 

subsequently acquitted but resigned from the Army in 1848.  In 1850 he was 

elected to a one-year term as US Senator from California.  He was the presidential 

candidate in 1856 for the newly formed Republican Party – Lincoln’s party.  

Lincoln appointed him major general in the Regular Army to rank from May 14, 

1861 and assigned him to command of the Department of the West.  He was 

subsequently “shunted from command to command” until he resigned altogether 

on June 4, 1864.  Warner, Generals in Blue, 160-161. 

 
17 “Guide to American Civil War in Missouri: A Brief History”, 

https://shsmo.org/research/guides/civilwar/abriefhistory.html.  

 
18 Elle E. Harvell, “The Struggle for Missouri”, Virginia Center for Civil War Studies 

at Virginia Tech, https://www.essentialcivilwarcurriculum.com/the-struggle-for-

missouri.html.  

 
19 Missouri in the American Civil War,  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missouri_in_the_American_Civil_War.  

 
20 Grant’s report to Frémont , September 6, 1861, text available at General Ulysses 

S. Grant Takes Paducah Kentucky at 

https://ironbrigader.com/2015/01/15/general-ulysses-s-grant-takes-paducah-

kentucky/.  See also Paducah and the Civil War, John Philip Cashon; Charleston: 

The History Press, 2016, pp. 21-52. 

 
21 Lyon more than any other man saved Missouri for the Union in 1861.  Born July 

14, 1818 in Connecticut, he graduated West Point in 1841.  He served in the 

Seminole wars and the Mexican-American War, and was stationed in “Bleeding 

Kansas” in the period 1854-1861.  He was not opposed to the continuation of 

slavery where it was legal, but he was an ardent Unionist.  Warner, Generals in 

Blue, 286-287.   

 

https://shsmo.org/research/guides/civilwar/abriefhistory.html
https://www.essentialcivilwarcurriculum.com/the-struggle-for-missouri.html
https://www.essentialcivilwarcurriculum.com/the-struggle-for-missouri.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missouri_in_the_American_Civil_War
https://ironbrigader.com/2015/01/15/general-ulysses-s-grant-takes-paducah-kentucky/
https://ironbrigader.com/2015/01/15/general-ulysses-s-grant-takes-paducah-kentucky/
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22 Knapp, 4. 

 
23 Harney had a colorful, turbulent career.  He received a commission in the 

Regular Army as a Second Lieutenant of Infantry in 1818.  This was a direct 

appointment since he had not attended West Point. He distinguished himself in 

the Seminole wars in Florida.  By 1836 he was a Lieutenant Colonel of the 2nd 

Dragoons (later the 2nd Cavalry) and in 1846 became its commanding colonel.  He 

was the senior cavalry officer under General Winfield Scott in the advance upon 

Mexico City, but Scott distrusted Harney’s judgment and relieved him of command.  

Harney vigorously defended himself, and President Polk overruled Scott.  His 

command status restored, Harney distinguished himself in the Battle of Cerro 

Gordo on April 18, 1847 and received a promotion to brevet brigadier general 

effective that date.  He continued to distinguish himself in operations in the 

American West and Native American tribes, earning promotion to Regular Army 

brigadier general in June 1858.  He became involved in another command problem 

while in command of the Department of Oregon – the so-called Pig War, a 

confrontation with Britain in 1859, and was reassigned to the Department of West, 

headquartered at St. Louis.  He was one of four general officers of the line of the 

Regular Army when the Civil War began.  He had married into an old St. Louis 

family that had strong ties with the pro-South element in Missouri.  He made an 

agreement with Missouri General Sterling Price not to molest the Missouri State 

Guard so long as it committed no overt act against federal authority, an agreement 

viewed with suspicion by authorities in Washington, D.C.  He was relieved of 

command and saw no further service.  Warner, 208-209.  See also, The Oregon 

Encyclopedia, 

https://oregonencyclopedia.org/articles/harney_william_selby/#.XKFEJvZFzx4.  

 
24 “Old Pap” Price was born in Prince Edward County, Virginia, on September 20, 

1809.  He was educated to Hampden-Sydney College.  About 1831 he moved to 

Missouri.  Price served six years in the state legislature and was speaker the last 

four.  He was represented Missouri in the US House 1844-46, resigning to 

participate in the Mexican-American War as colonel of the 2nd Missouri Infantry 

and brigadier general of volunteers.  He was appointed military governor of New 

Mexico by General S. W. Kearny and later became governor of Missouri from 1863-

1857.  In March 1861 he was president of the state convention that opposed 

secession, and accepted command of the Missouri militia in May of that year.  He 

accepted a Confederate commission as major general to rank from March 6, 1862 

and served out the war in various commands.  Warner, Generals in Grey, 246-

247.  McCullough was born in Rutherford County, Tennessee on November 1, 

1811.  He saw action at San Jacinto (the decisive battle of the Texas Revolution 

https://oregonencyclopedia.org/articles/harney_william_selby/#.XKFEJvZFzx4
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fought on April 21, 1836, in present-day Harris County, Texas), and rendered 

excellent service in the Mexican-American War under Zachary Taylor.  In 1861, 

while a colonel in the Texas state troops, he received the surrender of General 

Twiggs at San Antonio.  He was commissioned a brigadier general in the 

Provisional Confederate Army on May 11, 1861 and was assigned to the command 

of troops in Arkansas.  He was killed in action at Elkhorn Tavern on March 7, 

1862.  Warner, Generals in Grey, 200-201.   
 

25 Knapp, 5.  See also The Battle of Wilson’s Creek, Edwin C. Bearss; Springfield: 

Wilson’s Creek National Battlefield Foundation, 1992; 1-17. 

 
26 Price and McCulloch became such bitter rivals that the Confederacy appointed 

Maj. General Earl Van Dorn as overall commander of the Trans-Mississippi district.  

In March 1862 Van Dorn reunited Price's and McCulloch's formations into a force 

he named the Army of the West and set out to engage Union troops in Missouri 

under the command of Brig. General Samuel R. Curtis.  

 
27 Knapp, ix.  Missouri’s fate to remain in the Union would be sealed at the Battle 

of Pea Ridge in March 1862, when Union forces turned back the last significant 

Confederate threat to Missouri. (Ibid.) 

 
28 Ibid., x. 

 
29 Pope was one of the war’s more controversial figures.  Born March 16, 1822 in 

Louisville, Kentucky, he graduated West Point in 1842 in a class that provided 17 

general officers across both sides in the Civil War.  He served with distinction in 

the Mexican-American War, following which he had various assignments with the 

Topographical Engineers, where he received Regular Army promotion to Captain.  

While he had hoped for a Regular Army general officer appointment as the Civil 

War began, he had to settle with Brigadier General of Volunteers.  His service in 

northern Missouri, including his command of Second Division in under Fremont in 

the fall of 1861, was noticed by Maj. General Henry Halleck who had assumed 

command of the Department of Missouri on November 19, 1861.  Welch, 88.  This 

was one of three departments created when Western Department was 

discontinued on November 9 (Welch, 154) after Lincoln relieved Frémont of 

command.  Halleck appointed Pope to command the Army of the Mississippi on 

February 23, 1862.  In that assignment, he was involved in operations to secure 

further portions of the Mississippi River (around New Madrid and Island No. 10), 

and then on to operations in northern Mississippi.  He later went to northern 

Virginia to command all Union forces in the east except those under McClellan’s 
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command on the Peninsula.  There, he engaged and lost to General Robert E. Lee 

at Second Bull Run, whence he was relieved of command and spent the rest of the 

war in the Department of the Northwest in Minnesota.  

 
30 See General John Pope:  A Life for the Nation, Peter Cozzens; Urbana: University 

of Illinois Press, 2000; 35-51. 

 

TVCWRT Little Round Table (LRT) Discussion and Schedule, 
2019 by JR Ewing, LRT lead. 
    

   On March 25th, the March Little Round Table picked up February's 
discussion of the war Department's disastrous attempt to finesse a change in 
the eastern army's command from McClellan to Pope during the summer of 

1862.  Much of the discussion involved a review of Stonewall Jackson's tactics 
at Cedar Mt. and the Battle of Groveton (Brawner's Farm) and Pope's failure to 

put adequate mechanisms in place for intelligence gathering and command & 
control during his initial two months in command of the newly created Army of 
Virginia, as it waited behind the Rappahannock River to be reinforced by 

McClellan. 
   The meeting concluded with a detailed discussion of Union general John 
Gibbon's masterful leadership of what was to soon be known as the Iron 

Brigade.  Browner's farm was the Brigade's first test of combat, and the most 
intense fighting to take place up to that point in the war. 

   The April 25th, Little Round Table will have seven LRT presenters discussing 
the head-spinning organizational changes within the Army of the Potomac 
during the second ten-month period of the war (August 1862 -June 1863).   

Casualties, retirements, transfers, promotions, and firings would create an 
astonishing degree of mobility within the wartime army.   For example: Meade 
was a Brigade commander at Second Manassas who ten months later was 

commander the army, having in the interim served as both a Division 
commander and a Corps commander. 

 
    Take a glance at the schedule for 2019. There is time to jump in and 
learn a lot. 

 
May 23, 2019 - Two did not climb Culps Hill on 1 Jul, 1863:  Generals Ewell 

and Slocum...why not?  
Led by Jeff Ewing 

June 27, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 1- The decision to move the Army of the 

Potomac to the York Peninsula; the Siege of Yorktown  
Led by Emil Posey 

July 25, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 2- Battles of Williamsburg, Fair Oaks  

Lead Needed 
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August 22, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 3- Jackson in the Valley, how he 
influenced the Peninsula Campaign  

Lead Needed 
September 26, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 4- Federal response to Jackson’s 

success, The Army of Virginia  
Lead Needed 

October 27, 2019 - Peninsula Campaign 5- Lee takes charge; both sides fortify 

and Feds emplace the siege guns; Stuart’s Ride  
Led Needed 

December 12, 2019 - The Most Important New Weapon of the American Civil War 

Led by Mark Hubb 

 
Many Thanks! to Claire Woerner who enlightened us with more information 

than imaginable on cemetery maintenance and preservation. 
 

  
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

April Harris, President, presenting a 

Bicentennial Coin to Claire Woerner in 

appreciation for her presentation. 
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